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SERIES PREFACE
Westminster Assembly Facsimiles

#is series is a research tool providing scholars with reproductions of works 
by the Westminster Assembly and its members. 

During the years 1643 to 1648, the Westminster Assembly published 
over twenty-$ve documents, most notably the Confession of Faith, the Larger 
and Shorter Catechisms, and Directories for Public Worship and Church 
Government. #e Westminster Assembly Facsimiles series seeks to provide 
not only access to early editions of these important texts, but also to the 
published works of the Assembly members themselves. #eir writings tell 
stories of the Assembly, portray the theological landscape of the time, and 
reveal the intellectual breadth of the Assembly members. 

Viewed collectively, the publishing career of the Assembly men stretched a 
century, from the 1590s to the 1690s, and encompassed over 1,500 sermons, 
treatises, commentaries, and other writings. #e Westminster Assembly Facsim-
iles series presents this diverse cross section of published works, with subjects 
ranging from theology, ecclesiology, and post-Reformation polemics, to the 
activities of Parliament and the events of the Civil War. #e result is a unique 
view into a complex era, particularly the religiously and politically volatile 1640s, 
when nearly seven hundred works were published by Assembly members. 

Image quality and text legibility may vary, but every reasonable e%ort 
is made to provide an accurate and readable reproduction of each original 
volume. #ese facsimiles a%ord an advantage over nineteenth-century and 
more modern reprints, which often contain unacknowledged textual editing 
that limits their academic value.

All volumes in the Westminster Assembly Facsimiles series are from private 
libraries and institutions which have permitted the Westminster Assembly 
Project to digitize their relevant texts. Continued growth of the series depends 
on an expanding partnership of individual and institutional libraries permit-
ting digitization of their collections to create an e%ective library database. Our 
texts may be downloaded as digital facsimiles or purchased in traditional soft 
and hardcover bindings for ease of reference. 

      John Bower 
      Chad Van Dixhoorn



      














